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Executive 
Profile: 
Visionary, resourceful AD/Senior Designer/Illustrator with specialty expertise in 
corporate and governmental settings and proven success in innovating graphic 
design, illustration, photography, and production solutions on time and under 
budget. Respected leader of diverse, cross - functional teams and highly regarded 
as a key resource, critical thinker, and out-of-the-box problem solver by senior 
executives. I am a unique individual/person that has been able to do a myriad of 
jobs and excel at them all. A polymath: painter, illustrator, musician, photography, 
writer, etc, with the ability to excel in them all. Backed by solid credentials including 
a BA in Graphic Design and Media Arts, AAS in Art for Advertising (concentration 
in design and illustration), AA in Business Administration with Accounting 
credentials, advanced Adobe Suites acumen in CS4 through CC and Production 
suites and cross platform expertise (Windows/Macintosh). 

 
Expertise: 
Adobe Creative Cloud Suite of Applications (e.g., After Effects, Audition, 
Dreamweaver, Illustrator, Photoshop & Premiere) Project Management Budgeting 
ï Adobe Bridge • Traditional/digital Illustration • Concepts • Storyboards • Comps • 
High Powered Presentation • Leadership and 
Supervision Creative Problem Solving •Video compositing experience (e.g., 
footage, editing, audio and color corrections) • streaming video delivery, encoding 
methods, with a strong understanding of networking to ensure high quality 
broadcasts• Photography• DLSR video shooting• all Microsoft Office products• 
operating equipment required for a live video production. 

 
Career 
Progression: 

     
    Rasmussen College 
    Adjunct Instructor (06/2020-Present) 
    Teaching fundamental elements and principles of graphic design and implemented the     
    creation of basic compositions. Teaching concepts such as contrast, rhythm, and    
    balance, while additional vector and graphic techniques are explored. 

    Responsibilities: 
    Primarily responsible for communicating with students and supervising    
    Deans or other College staff related to teaching and learning. Expected to: 
     
    Communicate both verbally and in writing with students in regards to    
    feedback on student performance on a consistent basis throughout the  
    course and as required by the Faculty Expectations 
     



    Be available for students via phone, email and for individual appointments  
    as needed for questions and academic assistance as determined and  
    outlined in the Faculty Expectations 
     
    Respond to Dean/College staff in regards to performance, student  
    issues/concerns, or items needed for faculty file/accreditation needs in a  
    timely manner. 
 
    Use of effective teaching strategies and multiple teaching techniques; teaching and  
    modeling appropriate level learning skills and creating an environment conducive to  
    learning 
 
    Creating high levels of student engagement through activities, community building, and  
    student-centered learning including the use of live classroom tools to hold synchronous  
    learning sessions with students 
 
    Clarity, relevance, and connection of class session objectives to course performance  
    objectives 
 
    Organized classroom and efficient use of class time 
 
    Subject Matter Expertise 
 
    Demonstrate mastery and ability to articulate and relate to students 
 
    Plan an integral role in the development and implementation of curriculum and  
    assessment for their area of expertise 
 
    Dwayne Lester Art. 

Owner/Creative Director/ Printing/Public Relations (PA) 02/1983-present 
As owner/creative director/illustrator a number of projects have come to a 
successful conclusion, concepts through finished art. I reconstructed 
graphical artifacts, specimens or materials that had been damaged, distorted 
or altered, with Adobe suites CS4/5/6 AND CC, corel draw and quarkxpress 
and other desktop publishing programs, along with adobe production suites 
which includes after effects, premier pro, sound Etc. 
Also met with clients to learn the objectives of projects and then proceeded to 
graphically design, and illustrate to meet those customers needs. And lastly I  
applied knowledge of visual arts methods, techniques and materials to depict 
Designed visual depictions utilizing 2D and 3D computer-aided animation 
software and design techniques. 

 
Conducted research of materials and latest technologies in the multi-media 
industry and community to enable the production of high quality graphics. 
Executed the dissemination of finished projects/products utilizing printing on 
demand capabilities within current digital industry standards. 
Design and produce functionality for e-books, e-magazine using iBooks Author to 
ensure applications are working properly. 

 
Design and produce apps for use on mobile devices utilizing current app 



development software. 
 

Design and produce desktop publishing to include finishing, creating layered 
PDF's and producing hard copy products. 

 
Identify products and services within graphics and reprographics to ensure app 
development and it processes are aligned with the requirement of the 
organization and customers. 

 
Assist in developing and overseeing the implementation of policies, initiatives, 
procedures and methods to serve as the subjective matter expert on visual information 
development. 

 
Develop program objectives and strategies to ensure multi-media capabilities are 
exceeded within the organization and achieve set goals and objectives. 
 
US Census Bureau - New York City, NY 
Visual Information Specialist - 01/2019 - Present 
Responsible for creating visual materials and products covering a broad range of subject 
matter for census field operations. Ensures that products and materials are developed to 
support the census effort to gain support. 
Produces products that may include pictures for exhibits, and informational booth 
backdrops; creating models, murals, or electronic documents or devises to permit 
viewers to access desired information electronically or via the Internet. 
Applies federal and agency printing regulations and standards when creating web 
design; maintaining published or digital content. 
Creates, produces, and provides materials and products to promote partnership support 
for the Decennial Census with tribal/state/local governments, community-based 
organizations, faith based groups, schools, media outlets and other businesses. 
Effectively create and develop types of graphics items that will inform, promote 
awareness and motivate cooperation from a variety of audiences in support of a 
program. Maintains graphic materials and products for distribution to a variety of agency 
related events and to the general public or special interest populations as needed to 
support an outreach plan. 
 

 
Defense Information Systems Agency - Laurel, MD 
Multimedia Specialist - 12/2010 - 11/01/2018 
Advise and assist on all Visual Information processes to include graphics, 
photographic desktop publication and video documentation editing and production, 
which includes: printing (XEROX 800, KODAK M700, DOCUCOLOR, GBC’ing 
AND ALL OTHER PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT. (i.e. Is 400/Ls 100 
gravograph, Matt Pro CMC-ix 150 matt cutter, morgana digifold, Comb bind GBC, 
C800 pro, MP2000w3 Sire bind GBC, NORITSU M300 Photo 
Printer and RIMAGE 8100N DVD Producer) I assist with directing and evaluating 
studies of video and computer graphic systems. Performs a variety of difficult 
assignments in color and black and white in field recording situations as well as 
local DISA offices and also recommends to customers of photographic, graphic 
and illustration services regarding capabilities and limitations of services and 



suggestions concerning best means and methods of obtaining the desired results. 
Sets up lights, reflectors and cameras, adjust lens, arranges background, etc.  
Prepares appropriate captions or descriptive notes to accompany photographs. All 
graphic procedures which are production related, including, design, illustration, 
matting and framing, etching, business cards etc. (Brochures, annual reports, 
signage, printing and binding and folding. 

 
Key Accomplishments: 
Saved thousands of dollars by bringing GBC’ing/bookbinding in-house instead of 
using the government printing facilities. 

 
Special Operations Command South (SOCSOUTH) - Homestead, FL Visual 
Information Specialist (expert) - 01/2010 - 12/2010 (Promoted) Served as 
the Visual Information expert who developed, coordinated and implemented 
visual information program in support of Special Operations Command South 
(SOCSOUTH) and the PAO. Performed visual information 
services involving the use of the visual materials, presentations, and exhibits for  
 
 
 
SOCSOUTH AND PAO. I transformed written descriptions of subject matter into 
visual representations without the benefit of existing materials. Researched 
existing graphic and photographic libraries for appropriate visual elements to 
create a visual product. Consulted with clients and subject matter experts to 
determine the most effective medium to convey the objectives of the project, and 
the points to be emphasized while complying with budget restraints and pre- 
established time frames, to develop specific ideas on the appearance and contents 
of the products the initial decisions on design matters such as size layout and 
quality of materials, color schemes, type and specific visual elements to be 
incorporated. Evaluated and updated current technology; Planned designed, 
completed and presented intranet/visual information projects, primarily in the form 
of printed publications, computer-aided presentations and web pages aimed at 
communication to communities, in both internal and external audiences, Employed 
a wide range of subject matter expertise, artistic skill, design ability, and 
communication skills in the execution of visual information projects. Planned, 
directed, and edited complex live, taped and filmed productions that supported 
various requirements of the Special Operations Command South (SOCSOUTH) 
PAO and the Commanding General. Performed videotape presentations, videotape 
assignments and provided technical assistance when needed. 
Operated a variety of specialized cameras including still cameras and digital 
imaging cameras and video cameras in medium and large formats with 
accessories and auxiliary equipment, to obtain optimum coverage of events and 
products in black and white and/or color. As a specialist in the field of visual 
information, understood the characteristics and requirements of communicating 
through the appropriate visual media, the objectives to be achieved, and 
constraints imposed by time, cost, labor and organization-specific operating 
system situations 
Key Accomplishments: 
ï I implemented the organizations first Graphic Design Department using the 



Macintosh system with Adobe Premium and Production Suites along with 
traditional design, concepts and Illustration procedures, creating a highly 
responsive, multi-tiered graphics and illustration support system that slashed 
graphic design response/resolution (turnaround) time from an average of 30 
days turnaround to 5 days turnaround. 

ï I modernized the visual information design studio of PAO saving time and 
money for the major publications (Fuerzas Comando) and the immediate 
design of the commands efforts in Haiti, Columbia etc. 

ï I supervised all graphic design projects within the command, and PAO which 
included 20 agencies within the organization. Awarded Joint Service Civilian 
award and medal for meritorious service. I was the only designer and 
illustrator for entire organization and agencies. 

 
US Army Corp of Engineers- Baltimore, MD 
Senior Visual Information Specialist - 08/2008 - 12/2010 (Promoted) 
As a 15year veteran of the Federal service with a well -rounded career starting as 
a clerk typist to the Postal Service, serving on the talent and special boards for 
Holidays etc., along with the Design of the first issue rubber stamp for the first 
issue stamps of 1992. I now serve as a senior visual information specialist 
performing specialized visual information tasks. I performed front-end analysis on 
all work assigned establishing proper procedures through knowledge and artistic 
abilities. I worked with subject matter experts, and authors in determining themes 
and purpose of project depending on background of target audience. Exercises 
judgment, imagination, and ingenuity in designing and selecting visual displays 
required for specific projects. Develops own ideas through study of proposed 
projects. Researches, develops, designs, and prepares original illustrations that 
enhance or take the place of portions of written text. Breaks up "heavy" text in 
executive-literature, analytical studies, program plans, etc., by preparing art work 
to replace narrative and emphasize key points. I determined whether it is best to 
illustrate subject matter in abstract, literal, photographic, or impressionistic form. I 
worked hand in hand with Public affairs on awards ceremonies, presentations, 
newsletters, photography support with understanding of AP style writing, etc. 
Work with Federal Executive Board and Congressional Boards as it pertains to 
Visual information and public affairs and also designs for exhibits for US army 
Corps of Engineers. I was working in a GS-12 slot doing GS 13 level work. POC in 
charge of Records Management, Postal Work (Regulations and Mail Room) Visual 
Information and IT/VTC, which included the leasing and loaning of equipment. I 
work on exhibits ( i.e., small and large scale); Photography, Change of commands 
and all other photographic request including, selecting vendors etc. I also was in 
charge of Budgeting and procuring vendors for other requests including graphics 
and budget MIPR for the paying of those vendors. 
 
 Key Accomplishments: 
ï The saving of thousands of dollars in graphics for entire unit. 
ï The supervising of all production and graphics including support of the 

Washington DC and Philadelphia District. 
ï Institution of the Enterprise systems of paying for services. 

ILSC Media Center Warren, Michigan (contractor) 



Hancock Mgmt Graphic Analyst/Illustrator (08/27/2007 - 05/22/2008) 
Duties: As a graphic analyst for Hancock Management I work for Camber 
Corporation for TACOM (US ARMY TANK COMMAND) under minimal 
supervision; leads and works in the ILSC (Integrated Logistics and Support 
Center) Media Center with Coordinator and employees and is responsible for 
graphic design, presentations, illustrations, digital photography, book binding and 
all other elements that have anything to do with informational graphics for TACOM 
within the ILSC division. I also acts as department expert in 
the use of various software utilized by department personnel to assist in the 
creation of technical manuals for our product(s). SECRET CLEARANCE 

 
US Department of the Navy Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Illustrator (11/15/2004 - 8/22/2005) 
Duties: Visual Information/Illustrator. Plans, coordinates and directs visual information 
and illustration (VI) support for NETPDTC for the Department of the Navy at Dam Neck, 
Virginia Beach. Plans and coordinates and schedules resources for accomplishment of 
work requirements. Coordinates procurement of supplies and equipment. Maintains 
close relationship with VI production manager for latest policies governing Visual 
Information. I was part of a creative team in a dynamic agency. Also prepared layouts 
and executed finished artwork for training materials and visual information presentations 
in support of all NETC commands. Created and render artwork in a variety of media in 
both black and white and color, working from rough sketches for which style, format, 
medium and color treatment have been indicated. This included cutaway views, animate 
and inanimate objects, external and internal parts of equipment, isometric and 
orthographic drawings, diagrams, schematics and pictorial illustrations. Also performed 
research in unfamiliar subject matter fields in order to ensure the artwork being 
accomplished was accurate. 
  
Ames Department Stores 06/1986 - 06/1987 
Assistant Manager/Manager 

 
Working on the shop floor, in constant contact with customers and staff. Responsible 
for ensuring the staff, giving great customer service as well as monitoring the financial 
performance of the store. 

 
Typical responsibilities of the job include: recruiting, training, supervising and 
appraising staff, managing budgets, maintaining statistical and financial records, 
dealing with customer queries and complaints, overseeing pricing and stock control, 
maximizing profitability and setting/meeting sales targets, including motivating staff to 
do so ensuring compliance with health and safety legislation 
preparing promotional materials and displays, and liaising with head office. In charge of 
over 15 employees. 

 
 Creative Director/Supervisor - 02/1985 - 02/1986 
 Planned, designed and executed graphic artwork and illustrations for printing     
 customers, (i.e. Fine art exhibits, colleges, Catholic Diocese, etc. I followed   
 established written procedures on all typesetting, printing, graphic design, 



 illustration, visual information and paste-up and publishing requests. I trained other   
 personnel on typesetting and printing equipment as it applied to printing, graphics and  
 illustration and also gave professional presentations to college universities, financial and   
 medical institutions, for graphics, public relations and printing: and also traveling  
 extensively as a sales and marketing representative to promote the company. Serving  
 as Chief (Creative Director)/Supervisor of Visual Services and directing and managing 
the imaging and visual service staff and programs for McClain. And, I also provided the 
strategic vision and leadership of all PR, graphics, illustration and photographic services. 
Also responsible for the use of a variety of methods, techniques and materials in the 
design, production and reproduction of visual products to plan the technical details of or 
produce, aesthetically composed visual products in a timely manner. Developed original 
designs, concepts, visual styles for publications, exhibits or presentation materials. Also 
served as the Chief of the Division of Visual services within the agency. Provided  
 
 
 
 
strategic vision and leadership to facilitate the transition of traditional graphics to 
computerized workforce. I was the Public Relations Director and numerous other duties 
in PR, including news releases and as a liaison for radio, and TV. In charge of all 
procurement of supplies, budgets for entire print shop including Providing strategic vision 
and leadership to facilitate the transition of traditional graphics and printing to digital to a 
computerized workforce. I was in total control of entire operation of the printing shop 
production, design, graphics etc. I have demonstrated and shown the potential to 
develop the necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities to accomplish the strategic goals 
and plans of the enterprise. I have all the traits of leadership, positive thinking, genuine 
interest in people, initiative, decisiveness, tact andcourtesy, fairness, integrity, teaching 
ability, and self-confidence. I have managed and operated the Print Document Service 
office production and its subordinate sites. Directed and administered the Printing, 
document automation and duplicating programs for the McClain Printing Company and 
it’s customers within the assigned geographic area and country. Oversees all printing 
and document automation, the receipt, conversion, output and distribution of digitized/ 
hardcopy documents, and self-service high-speed reprographics management located at 
the virtual center sites. Provided in- plant duplicating and production services for 
McClain’s customers, organizations, management and maintenance of organic 
capabilities to meet customer requirements for graphic and printing services. Provided 
advice and assistance to lower-graded personnel. 

 
Key Accomplishments: 
ï Supervised production-related projects supporting two plant operations. 
ï (Wheeling,Parsons) 
ï Ensured optimal support of business objectives and functions through sound design, 

administration, and trouble-shooting of all production systems including typesetting 
equipment, with sole responsibility for the selection, implementation and support of 
all productions systems, applications, hardware and data communications. 

ï Resolved complex problems and to improve overall system functionality. Ensured 
optimal support of business objectives and functions through sound design, 
administration, and trouble-shooting of all production systems including typesetting 
equipment, with sole responsibility for the selection, implementation and support of 



all productions systems, applications, hardware and data communications. Resolved 
complex problems and to improve overall system functionality. 

ï I was in charge of the total operation of the graphics, public relations, budget of 
satellite shop, including knowledge sharing across the entire production and 
graphics systems. The shop made profits of $30,000 per month ($360,000 
annually). 

Oglebay Institute , Wheeling WV 
Graphic Artist (03/01/1981 - 06/30/1981) 
Duties: Planned, designed and executed graphic artwork and visual information 
for media and public release. Regularly conferred, advised, and cooperated with 
all department heads and staff to design and implement the best graphic art 
andillustration to promote the organization, its programs, interdepartmental 
procedures and systems. Assisted in establishing a lose working relationship and 
liaison with the news media as it applied to graphic arts, illustration and public 
relations. Conferring with Executive Director, then preparing, and recommending 
long range graphic and illustration plans to meet the needs of the department 
and the organization. I transformed spoken or written descriptions of items, 
processes, issues, or events into visual representations. 
Used skills in working with a variety of art media. Experience in copywriting, 
marketing, accounting and all communications. Traditional Graphics and 
Illustration, layout, paste-up, photo darkroom procedures, typesetting and 
printing procedures. 
 
US Air National Guard, Pittsburgh, PA 
Illustrator (June 1977 – Oct 1981) 
I was in complete control and charge of all graphic art and illustration on the 
entire base; including layout, paste-up, photography darkroom procedures 
posters and traditional illustration on a tactical fighter installation. 

 
 
 

Education: 
Southern New Hampshire University, Hooksett NH US 
BA -10/2018 2.9 
Concentration in Graphic Design and Media Arts 

 
Macomb Community College Warren, MI US AAS - 
08/2008 (Cum Laude) 3.3 Concentration in Art for 
Advertising 

 
Macomb Community College Warren, MI US AA - 
12/2007 (Cum Laude) 3.3 Concentration in 
General Studies 

 
Northeastern Business College Wheeling, WV AA 
- 01/1986 (Cum Laude) 3.67 Concentration in 
Business Administration 
Minor: Accounting 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Affiliations and Accolades: 
USAF: Commendation Medal 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD): Joint Meritorious Civilian Service Award and 
Medal 
10 Commanders coins of excellence for Artwork 
10 Monetary awards 
First Visual Information Specialist in the Federal Service to paint portrait of sitting 
Director 
Elected Member: NY Society of Illustrators 
Elected Member: LA Society of Illustrators 
Elected Member: USPS First Issue Stamps Artist 
Elected Member: Veterans Artist Program (VAP) 
Member: American Institute of Graphic Artists (AIGA) 
Published Author: “Through My eyes with a Pencil: An Illustrated look of the 100 
Greatest African American Athletes of the 20th Century” Library of Congress Control 
Number: 2017907494 
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‘11

‘10

‘08

Perfected my technique of gouache 
and colored pencil. Illustration board 
became the surface I would use to 
continued my work on. (2010)

Marker and colored 
pencil for comps and 
storyboards (2008) The use of gouache 

giving me a big touch 
of realism to my work 
(2008)

‘83

‘00

WV Northern Community College 
Logo Competition “On the Right 
Track”  (Pen & Ink) - 1983

Jazziz Portraits of legendary Jazz 
artists. Pencil on vellum (2002)

First use of colored pencil 
techniquealong with pencil 
on pastel paper. (2000)

Digital (Photoshop) Illustration 
techniques perfected the way I 
wanted them to be. Also Digital 
painting has become  a part of my 
reportoire.

dwayne
www.dwaynelesterart.com

Ddwayne
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‘08‘08

‘10‘10‘10

‘08

‘02



Marker
Photoshop
Illustrator

book covers    graphic novels

Digital/Photoshop
Acrylic/Gouache
Pencil/Pen & Ink4 5

automotive

~ 



childrens illustration
6 7

marker
pen & ink

colored pencil
gouache

~caricatures   comicscaricatures   comicscaricatures   comics~caricatures   comics~



film  televisionfilm  television

greeting cards
8 9

Gouache
Photoshop

Acrylics
Gouache
Markers

Colored Pencils

greeting cardsgreeting cardsgreeting cards

~ 



Gouache
Photoshop

Acrylics
Illustrator

10 11

 military illustration concepts   storyboards~ 



13

color    black & white portraits

12

~ 



14 15

sports illustrationsports illustration
D
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sports portraits
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product illustration miscellaneous illustration



20

     

I began my professional career as a designer, an illustrator and a 
musician.  As a musician I had what people call “IT”, whatever it 
was. I traveled the country playing professionally and was very 
successful. I was a self -taught  musician, I didn’t read music, 
I played it... very well. I am also a self-taught Illustrator with a 
great eye for detail, and an elected member of the SOCIETY OF 
ILLUSTRATORS. My influences at the time were Andrew Loomis 
, Paul Calle, and Norman Rockwell.  I did my best to illustrate as 
they had.  That’s why  I have such versatility in so many mediums. 
As an artist I’ve always  had the ability to see.  So, after high school 
graduation I decided that it was time to pursue my Art Education.

I worked hard at illustrating and attended numerous schools that 
were not what I was looking for. Many teachers told me not to go to 
school but to find work, that I had skills good enough to be working, 
so I followed their advice. I work regionally not venturing in any 
other markets. I was very successful but I wanted to venture out. So, 
after medium success I went back to school at Macomb Community 
College, in Warren MI, where I found a new reason to Illustrate, got 
my degree with honors and met  Brain Sauriol, Matt Busch and a 
score of other professors,  who made me realize I could do it.

So, after a very successful 22 years of working in the Graphic and 
illustration  industry for the US Government, it is time for me to 
take the next step in my career and become the illustrator that I was 
meant to be.
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